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Cheryl Cheng

Year Resolutions

   The Chinese New Year has just ended. Have you set
yourself a goal for the New Year? New Year is not only
a time for family reunion, it’s also always a good time for
people to reflect and look for a fresh start. Here are some
resolutions made by our team members. Do you share
the same resolutions with us?
‧I want to play less mobile phone games because it is
bad for my eyes. By 5B Huang Annie
‧I want to learn more about the space.
By 4A Gordon Teng Hung Li

Some advice to keep your resolutions:
1. Start small and set attainable goals:
Do not set too many goals or aim too high. Choose your
goals carefully and focus on one or two goals.
2. Set a time-table:
Assess your short-term progress from time to time
throughout the year.
3. Talk to someone:
Tell your family members or friends about your plan. Share
your struggles and successes with them.

‧I want to spend more time studying because I want to
go to a good secondary school. By 6A Vincent Lin Shun Hang

4. Ask for support:
You can join a group of people sharing the same goal with
you. Share and learn from one another’s experiences.

‧I want to play the violin well so I will practise more.

5. Never give up:
Slip-ups are inevitable at some point but it’s not an excuse
to give up. Get on the right track and start again!

‧I want to eat more healthy food because I want to stay
strong. By 5B Sunny Zhang Yuk Yan
By 4A Amy Zhang Xin
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Happy
   LKKB is celebrating its 25th birthday this
year. The School Open Day and Maker Faire
was successfully held on 9th-10th December. A
series of activities were hosted to showcase the
successes of our school.

Birthday
to LKKB

Opening Ceremony
& STEM Education Forum

Our students made some automata
for our guests as souvenirs.

Guests were watching a VR movie
produced for the grand opening ceremony.

Experts were invited to share their views on the
implementation of STEM education in Hong Kong.
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Joint Schools
Maker Faire
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LKKB Young
  Makers Lab

The LKKB Young Makers Lab is on the first floor of our
campus. It is a maker space equipped with 3D printers,
laser cutters and many other tools for students to design,
invent and build anything.
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Masterpieces by
LKKB Students
P.1-2
Be Good at School
1A Lo Chui Hong, Peter
Come in, please.
Stand up, please.
Look at the blackboard, please.
Point to the blackboard, please.
Open your book, please.
Close your book, please.
Clean the blackboard.
Don’t talk in class.

Nice to Meet You
1C Helen Zeng
My name is Helen.
I am a girl.
I am seven years old.
I am in Class 1C.
My birthday is on 19th July 2011.

My School Bag
1B Tsang Timmi
I have two pencils in my school bag.
I have a rubber in my school bag.
I have a book in my school bag.
I have an apple in my school bag.
I have a ruler in my school bag.

My Classmate
1D Lucy Xiong Yawen
This is Tina.
She is my classmate.
She is a girl.
She is six years old.
We are in Class 1D.

My Family and I
My Favourite Pet
1E Khaled Cheung Ka Lok
This is a duck.
I like this duck.
It is fat.
It is nice and small.
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2A Selena Zou Pui Shan
   My name is Selena. I am seven years old. I am
studying in Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary
School (Branch). There are four members in my family.
They are my father, my mother, my sister and I.
   My father is a policeman. He catches bad people.
My mother is a housewife. She looks after the family. I
love my family.

About Me
2B Cyrus Leung Chi Yik
   My name is Cyrus Leung. I am seven years old. I am thin. I have short hair. I live
in Tin Shui Wai. The name of my school is Lok Sin Tong Leung Kau Kui Primary School
(Branch). I go to school on foot.

My Dream School
2C Lain Luo Sheung Chun
   The name of my dream school is Playing School. My school is big. The door is blue. The
school is yellow.
   There are three classrooms. The computer room is on the third floor. The toy room is on
the second floor. The library is on the first floor. I play computer in the computer room. I play
with toys in the toy room. I read books in the library. I like my dream school.

Having a Party
2D Cindy Chen Xin Hui
   We have a fruit party. Lala’s mother, father, Ben,
Lala and their dog Bobo are in the party. There are
six pears, four mangoes, four strawberries, eight
cherries, five bananas and four peaches. Mother is
holding four apples. Bobo is running. Lala is hungry.
Bobo is hungry too. Father is happy. Ben is happy
too.

Please Be Good!
2E Sally Lian Sze Yuet
In the classroom…
We mustn’t spit.
We mustn’t run.
We must walk to class.
We must sit still.
We mustn’t hit children.

   We must eat fruit every day.
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P.3-4
Jason at the Fast Food Shop

Buying a Present

3A Allen Xu Rong Yu
   Jason is at the fast food shop. He wants to buy a
hamburger, an apple pie and a can of cola because he
is hungry!
   Then the waitress says, ‘It’s thirty dollars altogether.’
Jason feels happy.
   Jason looks in his pocket but he only has twenty
dollars. He is unhappy now.
   Jason says, ‘Then, may I have a hamburger and
an apple pie, please? It’s twenty dollars.’ The waitress
says, ‘OK! Here you are.’

3B Kaicy Ho Wai Ching
   Today is David’s birthday. Winnie and Joe want to buy
a present because they want to give a surprise to David.
   Winnie and Joe go to the toy shop. Winnie says, ‘I
want to buy a toy car for David.’ Joe says, ‘I want to buy
a toy car for David too! Let’s buy it!’ Winnie asks, ‘How
much is a toy car?’ The shopkeeper answers, ‘It’s fifty-five
dollars.’ Joe says,‘ We don’t have enough money. We only
have fifty dollars.’ They feel sad.
   In the end, they cannot buy a toy car because they do
not have enough money. They feel sad. So they buy a robot
for David. David likes the robot. Winnie and Joe are happy.

How to Make a Sandwich

The School Picnic

3D Sandy Lam Yuen Shan

3C Yuki Pan Yuk Yi
   The school picnic is on the twenty-third of
December. We go to Tin Shui Wai Park. We go there
with our teachers and parents. We go there by coach.
The weather is hot and sunny.

You need:
one tomato, one mushroom, some cheese, a slice of bread
Steps:
First, wash the tomato and mushroom.

   First I fly a kite on the grass. Then I eat a sandwich
and a chicken wing. I also drink a can of cola. Next I
play with my friends on the grass. Finally, I feed the
birds on the grass.

Then, cut the cheese, tomato and mushroom into small
pieces.

   I like my school picnic because I like playing with
my friends.

After that, put the sandwich into the oven and bake for five
minutes.

Next, put them on the bread.

Finally, the sandwich is ready to eat! Yummy!!

An E-mail to a Friend
3E Aimen Deng Ya Wen
From: Aimen
To: Robin
Subject: Joyful Christmas Camp
Date:20th December, 2017
Dear Robin,
I want to go to Joyful Christmas Camp with you. The
camp is from the twenty-third of December to the twentyfifth of December.
At the camp, I can take classes. I want to go to the
Chinese chess class because I like playing Chinese
chess.
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I can enter contests too. I want to enter the sports
contest. I’m good at sports. I can play football in the
sports contest.
There are some activities on 24th December. I want to
make Christmas food on the 24th December because I
like making food.
Do you want to go to the camp with me? Let’s go together!
Please write soon.
From,
Aimen

At the Supermarket
4A Yvonne Hung Yu Ping
   Last Monday, Susie and her mum were at the supermarket.
They went to the supermarket because Susie’s birthday was
coming. They were happy. Susie said, ‘Mum, I want to buy
cheese sandwiches and tuna fish sandwiches.’ Mum asked,
‘Do you want both?’ Susie said, ‘No, Mum, I’d like a fish
sandwich. Daddy would like a cheese sandwich.’ Mum said,
‘What else do you want to buy?’
   Susie said, ‘Apple Juice.’ But they couldn’t see any of
it. Susie said, ‘How about apple juice?’ Mum said, ‘They are
sold out,’ so they were unhappy.
   In the end, they went to another mall to buy apple juice.
When they got home, they put the groceries in the fridge,
and Mum started cooking and waiting for Dad to come back.
After they had finished eating, they began to decorate for
the birthday parties. Susie was responsible for decorating.
Mum was responsible for putting lights on, and Dad was
responsible for organizing things. They were very happy.

When My Mother Was Young

A Tea Party
4B Amy Zhang Xin
   Last Friday our class had a tea party. We had the
tea party in our classroom. I invited all 4B classmates to
the party.
   On that day, we had a lot of delicious food. Coco
Cheung made some chocolate cakes. We all wanted to
eat because the chocolate cakes looked nice! Janice
made two cheesecakes. They were very yummy. I
baked a salmon fish. It was very big! My classmates
said it was very yummy so I felt happy. Suki bought a
pizza for our classmates.
   We had a lot of games too. Some girls played
hopscotch in the playground. Some boys played paperscissors-stone. Some classmates watched TV.
   Everybody felt happy because we played a lot of
games. We enjoyed the party very much. We all want to
have a tea party again soon!

At the Cake Shop
4D Sammi Yip Sum Yin

4C Niny Lim Hiu Ching
   When my mother was young, her favourite
subject was Visual Arts. She liked to play with
friends at school. She had no tutorial class after
school. She enjoyed her school life because she
liked playing with her friends at school.
   There were not any air-conditioners in her
school. There were not any projectors in her school.
There was not a computer room in her school. They
could not watch online videos and they did not have
any e-learning activities.
   Everybody played hide-and seek in her class.
They had fun together. Everybody played hopscotch
in her class. Everybody played Chinese checkers in
her class. They felt happy and excited.

A Personal Description
4E Samuel Lau Yuen Hei
   My name is Samuel. I am nine years old. I am
a boy. My birthday is on 30th September. My height
is 134cm. My weight is 42.6kg. I live in Tin Shui
Wai.
   I am tall, fat and heavy. My best friend is
Kelvin. He is shorter than me. I am fatter than
him. My hair is longer than Kelvin’s. My hobbies
are playing football, playing basketball and playing
table tennis. These are interesting activities. I think
it is good to do more sports.

   Last Friday, Matthew wanted to buy a cake for Ann
because it was Ann’s birthday. He went to Sunshine Cake
Shop to buy a cake.
   Matthew was looking at a chocolate cake and a
strawberry cake. The chocolate cake was more delicious but
the strawberry cake was cheaper. Finally, he decided to buy
the strawberry cake because Ann liked eating strawberries.
   However, when he wanted to pay for the cake, he could
not find his wallet. Finally, he went home to find his wallet
but there was no money in it. He called his father and asked
him to make chocolate and apple cake. Then he gave the
chocolate and apple cake to Ann. They were very happy.

My Hobbies
4F Karen Wong Ka Long
   My favourite hobbies are going swimming and playing the
piano. I usually go swimming with my sister. I play the piano
with my brother.
   I sometimes go swimming on Fridays. I often play the
piano on Sundays. I go swimming in an indoor swimming pool.
I play the piano at home. I like going swimming because it is
interesting. I like playing the piano because it is fun. I need
a swim suit and goggles to swim. I need a piano and piano
books to play the piano.
   I spend thirteen dollars on swimming per month and it is
free to play the piano.
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P.5-6
A Story

Interesting Places in Hong Kong
5A Kitty Deng Tsz Shan

5B Bobo Pang Wing Chi

   One morning, I met a dog on the corner of a street.
The dog was cute but it was hungry and one of its legs
was hurt. I was worried about it.

   In this article, I’m going to talk about three interesting
places in Hong Kong.

   However, when I was leaving, the dog followed me. It
needed my help. It looked very bad. I didn’t know why the
dog followed me.
   I was looking for the master but I couldn’t find him, so
I didn’t know where I should bring it to. I wanted to bring
it home but my mum didn’t like dogs. I really didn’t know
what I should do.
   I decided to tell my dad. My dad loves dogs, so he told
my mum the dog was very clever. Mum agreed. Since that
day, the dog lives in my home. We felt delighted. I called
the dog ‘Peter’. I felt glad because I became the dog’s new
master.

   The first place is Hong Kong Wetland Park. It is in
the New Territories. The view there is wonderful, so you
can take many great photos there. Also you can see
the plants. There are many different kinds of flowers.
Maybe you will like them. You can learn about the natural
environment because there are exhibitions about habitats.
   The second place that all children will like is Ocean
Park! It is on Hong Kong Island. You can go to see some
scary sharks and cute marine animals. If you want to look
at the great view, you can ride on the cable car and you
can see the beautiful view of the South China Sea.
   Do you like seafood? If you like seafood, you should
go to Aberdeen! You can eat seafood at the floating
restaurant. You can also visit Repulse Bay and takes
photos.
   I think Hong Kong is a great place. Visitors can play,
relax or go shopping. I love Hong Kong. How about you?

How to Be a Good Child
5C Ruby Keung Wai Ying
   It is important for a child to behave well at home and in
public areas.
   At home, we should share our toys with our brothers and
sisters and be nice to our grandparents.
   We also should help with the housework. We shouldn’t
fight with our brothers and sisters or be rude to our helpers and
grandparents.
   We should behave well in public places. We should wait
patiently at the bus stop and go to school early. Also, we should
talk softly in the restaurant. We shouldn’t wait impatiently at the
bus stop or go to school late. We also shouldn’t talk loudly in
the restaurants.
   When someone helps us, we should say ‘thank you’.
When we hurt someone, we should say ‘sorry’.
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Fashion Show
5D Gaga Cheung Ka Yi
   Last night was the fashion show. It was held in ABC
Hotel. I went to the fashion show with my parents. There
were many models. They looked beautiful, handsome,
stylish and attractive. I felt happy because it was my first
time to watch a fashion show.
   The first model was Annie. She was very tall and thin.
She had the long black hair. She had big eyes. She had
a small nose and a small mouth. She had small earrings.
The second model was Mary. She was very short and
thin. She had the long gold hair. She had big eyes and
a small nose. She had a big mouth. She had a bracelet.
The third model was Winnie. She was very short and fat.
She had short black hair. She had small eyes and a big
nose. She had a big mouth.
   I liked Annie best because she was the most
beautiful. I thought the fashion show was boring. I felt
bored. So, I will not go to the fashion show again next
year.

At a Restaurant
5E Ivy Chau Hoi Ching

   Last Sunday I went to a Mickey Mouse theme
restaurant. It was in Central. I went there with my family
because it was my dad’s birthday.
   There was only one waiter. He wasn’t busy. I told him
to take the menu but he didn’t recognize me. He ignored
the customers. While we were talking to each other, I saw
many cockroaches walking around. We shouted loudly
because we were scared. The staff didn’t clean the floor.

How Karen Spent Her Pocket Money
6A Judy Cheung Yee Fong
  Yesterday afternoon, Karen’s mother asked Karen
to the living room. Her mother said, ‘Karen, you did a
great job! You got a good result in your exam! I will give
you some pocket money. You can buy anything you like.’
Karen said, ‘Thank you Mother! You are the best mum in
the world!’ Then Karen ran away. She was happy.
  The next day, Karen went home after school. She
was so hungry. She walked and walked. Suddenly she
smelled something very nice. She saw a food stall. The
hawker saw her and asked, ‘Do you want to try some
curry fish balls? They are yummy.’ Karen asked, ‘How
much are the curry fish balls?’ The hawker said, ‘Five
dollars for four curry fish balls.’ Karen said, ‘OK. I will buy
four curry fish balls.’ She ate them happily.
  When she went home, she felt her stomach was in
pain. She shouted, ‘Mum, help! I don’t feel well!’ Mum
said, ‘Let me take you to the clinic.’ Then they went to the
clinic immediately. After checking, the doctor said, ‘You
must have eaten some unclean food.’ Karen nodded her
head and felt embarrassed.
  In the end, Karen and here mum went home. Karen
learned a lesson that she could not eat the food from
hawkers. She would not buy the hawker’s food again.
Karen was very sad.
  What an unlucky day.

My Dream Job
6D Amy Chan Mei Yee
   Everyone has a dream. My dream job is to be a fashion
designer when I grow up because I like drawing and creating
things.
   If I want to be a fashion designer, I should be good at
drawing. I need to be creative to fulfill the requirements of
this job. If I become a fashion designer, I’ll design different
clothes. If I design good clothes, I’ll be famous.
   Fashion designers also need to be careful so that they
can design different kinds of clothes. They need to be hardworking and good at drawing. I am creative and hard-working
so I think I can be a fashion designer when I grow up. I hope
my dream will come true.

I was so disappointed with this restaurant.
   The waiter did not help us. My dad complained to the
captain. The captain said, ‘Really? I don’t know! I can’t
see any cockroaches.’
   Later, the waiter served us the dishes but the dishes
were not yummy. Then we left the restaurant. In the end,
the restaurant was closed in a month.

An Accident at Home
6B Mice Hui Chun Hei
   Peter’s mother was cooking in the kitchen last
Sunday. She wanted to cook dinner. Peter was in his
bedroom. He was playing computer games when the
phone rang.
   Peter’s mother answered the phone in the living
room. Peter was still playing computer games. Peter
felt hungry so he went to the kitchen to get some food.
Suddenly the pot fell off from the oven. The boiled water
dropped on him. He burned himself. He was in pain.
   Peter shouted, ‘Ouch! Mum! Help!’ Peter’s mum
ran to the kitchen. Then she called 999 and sent Peter
to the hospital. The doctor told him to stay at home and
take rest for a week.

A Letter to the Principal
6C Cherry Lai Sze Ki
		
Dear Miss Lau,

14th November,2017

How are you? I’m writing to you to talk about the
problems in Laos. The people there are facing a lot of
difficulties. For example, the land is too dry, so they can
just grow very little food. They have no money to buy
medicine, so they always get sick. The weather is too
hot, so they can’t sleep well.
But we want to organize some activities and do
something to help them such as donating some money
to them to buy food, fans, medicine and other things.
We can help them build schools. Also, we can invite
some voluntary doctors to help the sick people.
They are very poor, so we want to help them! Please
support our activities!
You sincerely,
Cherry Lai Sze Ki
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Our New
English Teachers
By 6A Anna Lee Yuk Ting

  Miss Cheung is one of
the new English teacher s.
We were glad to interview her.
She is so nice that she told us
many things about her.

By 5B Huang Annie
  Miss Tam is 3D class teacher. This year,
she teaches 2A, 2C and 3D.

  Miss Cheung teaches English and Arts. She is the class
teacher of Class 2C. Her hobby is cycling. She likes going
cycling with her friends and family. She likes eating chicken
and beef noodles. She likes drinking bubble tea.
  Miss Cheung likes travelling to Taiwan because there are
many shopping malls and a lot of delicious food to eat. When
she goes to TaiWan, she likes visiting the night markets.
  Apart from TaiWan, Miss Cheung has been to London
too. She shared with us a funny experience. Once she was in
London. On the day that she planned to come back to Hong
Kong, she was still looking for souvenirs for her friends so she
missed the plane. She had to buy another ticket in order to
come back to Hong Kong. She felt sad about it because the
ticket was very expensive.
  M i s s C h e u n g i s a v e r y n i c e
teacher. We will all enjoy learning
from her.

By 4A Christina Jing Yu Huen
  Miss L au is the class
teacher of Class 2B. She
teaches 2B and 4C English.
  Miss Lau likes cooking in
her spare time. She likes to
cook many different kinds
of dishes but her favourite
food is fish. Miss Lau is a
movie lover, so she likes watching films when she is
free. She especially likes action films because they are
very exciting. Her favourite film is Star War.
  Miss Lau enjoys travelling. Which country do you
think Miss Lau likes best? Japan? No! Korea? No!
Miss Lau likes Tunisia. It is a country in North Africa.
She likes the ancient buildings there. Miss Lau thinks
that the people there are very kind and the food is
very yummy. What she likes best are the lovely cats
there.
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  Miss Lau loves animals very much. She feels sad
when she read the news about people hurting the
homeless dogs and cats. ‘Dogs and cats are living
animals. We should treat them well. There are many
cats and dogs that have no homes. They are living in
a bad condition with no clean food and water. We
should not hurt them,’ said Miss Lau. We learnt a lot
about homeless animals from Miss Lau.

  Her favourite hobbies are watching TV and
cooking. Miss Tam can play a very special
Chinese musical instrument, the Zhongruan.
If you are interested in it, you can join her
Zhongruan class.
  Just like many children, Miss Tam’s
favourite food is chocolate. Miss Tam likes
reading. The book she likes best is about
chocolate too! That is Charlie and the Chocolate
factory.
  At holidays, Miss Tam likes travelling to
other countries. One of her favourite countries is
Korea because she likes eating Kimchi.
  M i s s T a m i s
happy to join

our school. She
would like us too
give her a warm
welcome when
we see her.

By 6A Vincent Lin Shun Hang
  Mr. Lee is the class
teacher of Class 2D. He
also teaches Class 3C.
  Mr. Lee’s favourite hobby is
playing badminton. He likes playing
badminton with his friends because it is
interesting and exciting. Mr. Lee likes watching
films too. His favourite film is Jurassic Park which
talks about dinosaurs.
  Mr. Lee lives in Tin Shui Wai. Every day, he
goes to school by LRT. His favourite food is dim
sum because there are many choices.
  The person that Mr. Lee admires most is his
father. Mr. Lee says his father is his real life hero
because he can cook very well and he is very
hard-working. His father can repair anything at
his home so Mr. Lee thinks that his father is very
strong and powerful!
  Mr. Lee enjoys travelling very much. His
favourite country is Japan because he likes eating
Japanese food.
  Mr. Lee is a kind teacher. He welcomes us to
talk to him at recess.

Guy

Fawkes

By 5A Kitty Deng Tsz Shan,
5B Nana Chen Xiao Nang,
4B Louis Chan Ho Hin
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   Four hundred years ago in England, there
was a King. His name was King James I. He was a
wealthy and handsome king. He wanted England
to be a Protestant country. However, many people
did not agree. They wanted England to be Catholic,
so they wanted to kill King James I. Guy Fawkes
was one of them.

  The opponents, including Guy Fawkes, made

and knew their plan. He got mad. He caught all
the traitors. He used a cruel way to kill them. He
hanged, drawn, and quartered them. From then on,
no one dared to kill King James.
  Today, people in England still remember Guy

Fawkes by setting bonfires on 5th November. Guy
Fawkes Night is also called Bonfire Night.

up a plan. They wanted to use gunpowder to kill
the king. They prepared and put all the gunpowder
under the Houses of Parliament in the cellar. They
planned to blow up the Houses of Parliament.
When everything was ready, they were afraid that
their family and friends would worry about them.
Therefore, they wrote letters to their family and
friends.
  Unfortunately, the king got one of the letters

Scary
Night
A

  Once upon a time, there was a werewolf who lived

in a dark, haunted house. He was nasty and tricky. He
had a friend who was a spider. The spider was tricky too!
  One day, the werewolf and the spider wanted to

play a scary trick in the school. They made some scary
sounds at night. A cleaner heard a strange and scary
noise. She was scared so she screamed loudly. The
werewolf and spider were so happy about it. They did not
stop. They then pushed the tables and chairs down. They
made a mess and hid. The cleaner was so shocked to see
the mess. She did not know what happened. She was so
scared that she ran away.

By 5A Huang Annie

  The next day, the cleaner went to see the principal

and told her everything happened to her the night before.
The principal knew a nice witch. The witch promised
to help the principal to find out what happened. That
night, the witch found out that everything was done by
the werewolf and the spider. She knew that the werewolf
and the spider were afraid of the colour white, so she
prepared a white cage to catch them. The witch’s plan was
successful. She caught the werewolf and the spider. They
tried to escape but they failed and fainted

  From that day on, no one saw the witch, werewolf or

the spider in the school again.
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A Nice Place to Escape
from the
and Bustle

Hustle

-Hong Kong Wetland Park

   Away from the hustle of the city, Hong Kong
Wetland Park is a serene and peaceful place for
busy Hong Kong people, especially nature lovers and
families with small children to relax.
   Hong Kong Wetland Park is located in Tin Shui
Wai, Yuen Long. It is comprised of a 60-hectare
Wetland Reserve and a 10,000m 2 visitor centre.
There are exhibition galleries and theatres which
show visitors the importance of the wetland to the
environment. Bird lovers must find it a terrific place
for watching a good selection of birds. Besides birds,
visitors can see mangroves, different kinds of plants
and a vast diversity of wetland creatures. That’s why
it is a popular destination for school field trips and a
good place for a family day at weekends.

un Yin

Taken by 4A Dickson Siu Ch

Taken by 4A Fred Wen Chun Fai

   The park is close to our school. It’s just about 20
minutes’ walk from LKKB. Take the LRT and get off at
Tin Sau Station. If you are still making a plan for your
weekend, Hong Kong Wetland Park would be a good
choice.

Taken by 4B Amy Zhang Xin
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Taken by 5A Kitty Deng Tsz Shan

Taken by Janice Wong Suen
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Taken by 6A Vincent Lin Sh

